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Many random number generators have been statistically 
examined over the entire U(0,1) interval. While many 
applications require good statistical qualities in the tails 
of distributions, few, if any researchers have examined 
extreme values of distributions.
This paper examines the U (0,0.05) and U(0.95,1) 
subintervals generated by two well known random number 
generators. The first generator
X,= 16807 A^.DinodCa31-  1)
is the algorithm proposed by Lehmer (1951), and evaluated in 
Park and Miller as a minimum standard for random number 
generators. The second generator was suggested by Payne, 
Rabung, and Bogyo (1969) and used in the SIMSCRIPT II.5 
simulation package. It is of the form
X t = 630360016X (j_1)m od(231 -  1)
The upper and lower tail subintervals for each generator 
were evaluated using 6 empirical test from L'Ecuyer (1988), 
consisting of runs, equidistribution, and serial tests. 
Results indicate that for applications requiring better 
statistical qualities in distribution tails, the SIMSCRIPT 
II.5 generator is superior.
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Random number generators have been developed and studied 
for many years. They are used whenever there is a 
requirement for numbers chosen "at random" from a 
distribution, such as arrival or service times, device 
lifetime or time to complete a task. Applications 
requiring random number generators include simulation, 
sampling, numerical analysis, computer programming, and 
decision analysis.
With the recent and seemingly geometric proliferation of 
desktop computing systems has come a great increase in the 
number and types of applications requiring access to a 
random number generator. Many software programs include a 
built-in random number generator which provides the user 
with a stream of "random" numbers. Consequently, there is a 
lot of literature dealing with the quality of these 
generators. As L'Ecuyer (198 9) points out, many generators 
are less than satisfactory. Why be concerned? I can't help 
but quote Marsaglia (1985), when he states that, "a random 
number generator is much like sex: when it's good it's
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wonderful, and when it's bad it's still pretty good". 
However, it has been noted (Modianos et al. 1987/ Park and 
Miller 1988; Wichmann and Hill 1987) that many of these 
generators are statistically not very random. The results 
of conclusions based upon using such generators can 
obviously be biased.
Generally, statistical criteria for generators involve 
the qualities of disjoint or overlapping substreams of the 
whole period of the generator in question. Researchers 
utilize empirical statistical tests to evaluate the 
independence of generated variates, and their uniformity 
over one, two, or greater dimensions over a one, two, or 
greater unit hypervolume. The usual criteria are some 
combination of the ten empirical tests suggested by Knuth
(1981), and employed by Fishman and Moore (1982) and 
L'Ecuyer (1988).
Another way to statistically evaluate a random number 
generator is to use a theoretical test. One important 
theoretical test is the Fourier transform, or spectral test 
of Coveyou and MacPherson (1967). It evaluates the maximum 
distance between adjacent hyperplanes for the k-dimensional 
uniformity of a generator. In fact, Fishman and Moore 
(198 6) evaluated a great number of random number generators,
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and classified them into good or bad categories strictly as 
a result of the distance between hyperplanes for dimensions 
d=2,3,..,6. But again, this test evaluates the entire 
period or subsequences of a generator, and not a distinct 
subinterval.
While many researchers have detailed good and bad random 
generators, few have looked at extreme values of given 
random number generators. This omission may be because past 
and present researchers pursue goals that have nothing to do 
with extreme values. A fundamental property of a good 
random number generator is that the numbers it generates 
should be U(0,1), and thus statistical tests should verify 
this behavior and neglect any concern for extreme values. 
Another desirable characteristic having nothing to do with 
extreme values is a long period of nonrepeating numbers or 
sequences of numbers, valuable to today's larger computer 
applications. Finally, good generators should be fast and 
require little storage. Neither of these characteristics 
address extreme values.
However, extreme values should be examined closely. 
Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987) point out that, "it is 
usually the extreme values which are important (especially 
when transforming to nonuniform random numbers by
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inversion)". Many modeling and simulation applications 
utilize a levels requiring decisions or levels of 
performance based upon the tails of the distribution. One 
example is provided by Grange (1990), and concerns the size 
of buffers used for computer network gateways. Buffers 
which are too large may never be used, while undersized 
buffers risk "losing" messages if they are already full. If 
the upper tail of the probability distribution describing
size or frequency of messages is not correct, then either
messages will be lost, or resources will be wasted. Another 
example, from Glass (1990), refers to the Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) agency's HUD Integrated Information 
Processing System (HIIPS). This is a communication.and 
information transfer system which will connect the more than 
eighty HUD offices nationwide. The government requires the 
following performance standards of end-to-end user response 
times:
95% shall not exceed 2 seconds.
98% shall not exceed 5 seconds.
100% shall not exceed 8 seconds.
Clearly, the distributions which represent frequency and
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length of calls, equipment delay, breakdown and redundancy, 
etc., need to be accurate. In order for this to be true the 
deterministic numbers generated to eventually represent 
those distributions must resemble IID U(0,1) random 
variables. This is especially true in the distribution 
tails, where the standards listed above must be planned for 
and met.
Therefore, this paper will examine each end of the 
U(0,1) interval for two well known mulitiplicative 
congruential generators. The subintervals examined will be 
U (0,0.05) and U (0.95/1), or the 5 percent extreme values of 
the entire interval located at either tail.
The generators that will be used in this paper to 
produce extreme values to be tested are in the category 
known as multiplicative congruential generators, and 
represent the majority of random number generators in use 
today. They calculate the next X t in the string of 
pseudorandom numbers, and are of the form
with the parameters a  and m determining the characteristics 
of each generator. The operation mod m on the argument 
(aXf-!) yields the integer remainder after division by m, the 
modulus. The resulting string of integers is bounded by 1
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and m, with an inevitable "looping" of exactly the same 
values. The length of the sequence of non-repeating numbers 
is known as the period (Law and Kelton, 1982). Since many 
applications require extremely la.rge numbers of random 
numbers, it is desirable for m to be as large as possible, 
expanding the number of integers available for the random 
string of numbers, and thus increasing the period. For 
reasons explained in the next section, many generators, and 
the generators examined in this paper, use a modulus of 
231-1, the largest prime modulus less than 231. This aspect 
accounts for the prime modulus tag used in describing them. 
Rules for determining the best values for a are also given 
in the following section.
The first generator uses values of a = 16807 and m = 
23I-1, and therefore is of the form
X (= 16807X(j.u mod(231- 1).
This algorithm was first proposed by Lehmer (1951), 
implemented by Lewis, Goodman, and Miller (1969), and 
evaluated in Park and Miller (1988) as, "the minimum 
standard against which all others should be judged". The 
evaluation as minimum standard was based on the Lehmer 
generator's longevity, presence in a number of software 
packages (IMSL 1987; SLAM II 1986), full period, portability
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to a number of systems, and generally good statistical 
qualities. The algorithm is also recommended by Law and 
Kelton (1982).
The second generator was suggested by Payne, Rabung, and 
Bogyo (1969) and used in the SIMSCRIPT II.5 simulation 
package. Its multiplier is a = 630360016, and its modulus 
value is m = 231- 1. It is of the form
X t = 630360016  A" mod ( 2 31 -  1 ).
The next section gives a short history of random number 
generators, the types and methods used, and the present 
areas of research. Section 3 develops the process of 
comparing the two generators and outlines the statistical 
tests used. The last section offers a summary and 
conclusions to be drawn from the results.
PSEUDORANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS
A number generator which is properly random would have 
the characteristic that it would be unpredictable, which is 
a characteristic of randomness. However, all arithmetic 
generators are completely deterministic, since knowledge of 
the starting seed will completely determine the following 
string of numbers. Since these generators are not
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generators of random numbers, but only numbers which appear 
to be random, these generators should properly be called 
pseudorandom number generators.
Good pseudorandom number generators should generate 
numbers which appear to be random over the interval [0,1], 
and should not exhibit any correlation with each other. 
Another characteristic is that the generator should be able 
to exactly reproduce a stream of random numbers. Bratley, 
Fox, and Schrage (1987) point out that exact reproduction of 
sequences of random numbers allows for easier program 
debugging, and also allows for greater output precision 
through variance reduction. Finally, a good pseudorandom 
number generator should be fast, and undemanding in storage 
requirements. Following are some of the developments in the 
history of the search for good pseudorandom number 
generators.
The first applications for pseudorandom number 
generators were used for sport or gambling, and included 
such means as rolling dice, casting lots, and drawing cards. 
These entertainment uses continue today in gambling, 
lotteries, and other games of chance.
During the twentieth century, statisticians developed an 
interest in methods for generating random numbers. Some
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early methods of generation were devices such as cosmic ray 
counters, using the digits of an expansion of ji, or simply 
picking numbers at "random" out of telephone books. The 
problems with these methods are that often strings of random 
numbers must be reproducible, for variance reduction and to 
aid in program debugging. Clearly, only using the expansion 
of Jt is reproducible, but statistically the numbers derived 
from such a method perform poorly in tests of randomness.
The first method developed for use with digital 
computers was the Midsquare Method proposed by John von 
Neumann. If a string of four digit integers is required and 
the last number generated was 4,444, this method entails 
squaring then using the middle four digits of the result as 
the next number in sequence. The square of 4,444 is 
19,749,136, thus the next number generated is 7,491.
However, this method is statistically poor. In addition, 
initial values must be chosen carefully. If a zero is ever 
produced, then of course all further numbers will be zero.
Another method is called Fibonacci, after its similarity 
to the Fibonacci recursion series. An alternate label used 
is additive congruential. In this method, two or more 
previous numbers are added together, divided by a modulus, 
with the remainder being the next number in the series. The
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general form is
- (*(i-n + ̂ (i-2>)mod m .
A prominent weakness of this method is serial correlation. 
Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987) point out that if m=l,000, 
X 0=1, and X i - 1 ,  then the following sequence of numbers is 2, 
3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 597, 
584, 181, etc. Small numbers appear to follow small 
numbers. They also point out that the permutations 
X i - i < X i+ i < X i and X t < X i+x < are never present, even though 
each permutation should have a 1/6 probability of appearing. 
Therefore only 2/3 of all possible numbers can appear in a 
string of supposedly random numbers.
The most common generators today are of the form
X  i = (aX(f_1) + c) mod m
and are called linear congruential generators. If c is 
zero, then the generator is called a multiplicative 
congruential generator. Those using m = 2 3 l - l  are very 
common, for reasons explained below. These generators are 
the type addressed in this thesis.
Because of the requirement for speed in generating large 
quantities of random numbers, the first types of linear 
congruential generators used were of the form m  = 231. Such 
generators are advantageous in that, when used on computers
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utilizing 32-bit words (the leftmost bit being a sign bit) 
integer overflow can be used instead of explicit division. 
Since the largest integer that can be represented is 23l-l, 
any larger integer will lose its left (most significant) 
binary digits. The retained bits represent m o d 2 31. And 
most importantly, computations are greatly speeded up 
through avoiding division. However, Knuth (1981) points out 
that with m  = 231 only one-fourth of the integers 0 through 
m-1 can be obtained as variates.
Simulations may use hundreds of thousands of random 
numbers. A good generator must be able to provide a 
non-repeating stream of such numbers. Therefore, in 
addition to the characteristics of a good pseudorandom 
number generator already covered, a generator must have a 
long period. A period is the length of the stream of 
numbers produced before they start to repeat themselves.
For linear congruential generators, X t depends only on X ^ i .  
Since 0 £  X t £ m -  I , then a generator has full period if it 
equals m. Hull and Dobell (1962) provide the following 
guidelines for a full period generator. First, a generator 
will have full period if the only positive integer that 
exactly divides both m and c is 1. A second requirement 
that must be met is that if q is a prime number that divides
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m, then q must also divide a ” !• A final requirement for 
full periodicity that must be met in addition to the 
previous two requirements is that if 4 divides m, then 4 
also must divide a - 1. Only if all three conditions are 
met can a generator produce a full period.
Hutchinson (1966) proposed using for m the largest prime 
number less than 231. Even though a multiplicative 
congruential generator cannot meet all of the requirements 
for full period outlined above, it can be shown that the 
period will equal m-1 if a is a primitive element modulo m. 
This means that the smallest integer q for which a Q-l is 
divisible by m is q = m -  1. Since the largest prime number 
less than 231 is 23I-1, much longer periods are achieved for 
generators utilizing m=231 - 1.
Much of the work going on at present is concerned with 
developing pseudorandom number generators which are a 
combination of two or more generators. Wichmann and Hill 
(1982) report good results through simply adding the i th 
elements of three separate generators, subject the sum to 
modulo m, and use the result as the ith element of the 
combined generator
X t = ( A t + B t + C^modm, 
where the three generators are
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A i+l = 171 A t mod 30269,
5 i+1 = 1725im o d 30307 ,
C i+1 = 170C,mod 30323.
Knuth (1981) suggests that if the periods of the subordinate 
generators are relatively prime to each other, then the 
combined generator will have a substantially longer period. 
Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987) assert that if the 
subordinate generators use different mechanisms of 
generation, then the combined generator will be 
statistically more random.
Another method was introduced by MacLaren and Marsaglia 
(1965) and further developed in Marsaglia and Bray (1968).
A vector V = (K2, V 2».... K*) has as its elements the first k 
numbers from a pseudorandom number generator. Then a second 
generator is used to generate a random integer j distributed 
uniformly over the interval (l,k). V j  is thus chosen as the 
first element of the combined generator, and the fc + 1 th 
element of the first generator fills in the vector.
Maclaren and Marsaglia discovered that their "shuffling" 
generator often had very good statistical behavior, even 
when composed of two statistically poor pseudorandom number
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generators. The shuffling technique served to make the 
mechanism of number generation more haphazard, thus 
increasing the randomness of the resultant sequence.
EMPIRICAL TESTING
The following empirical tests were conducted on the 
U(0,0.05) and U (0.95,1) subintervals in the same manner that 
a number of researchers have evaluated random number 
generators over the entire U(0,1) interval. The 6 tests, 
from L'Ecuyer (1988), are : a Runs Test to check 
independence, two Equidistribution Tests of differing power 
to evaluate uniformity in one dimension, and Serial Tests 
which evaluate uniformity in two, three, and four 
dimensions. The tests are taken in this order because it is 
essentially the format used by Fishman and Moore (1982).
The Pascal computer code utilized in testing the 
statistical qualities of each generator's extreme values is 
the same code used by L'Ecuyer (1988). The relevant 
portions of his code used are to be found in Appendix A. In 
order to accomplish the statistical testing with the same 
degree of power as he accomplished in testing the entire 
U(0,1) interval for selected generators, large numbers of
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pseudorandom numbers and large amounts of computer time were 
required. A typical test might require a string of 
n=100,000 pseudorandom numbers, each in disjoint multiples 
of N=1,000 iterations. However, both generator algorithms 
would produce all pseudorandom numbers in the U(0,1) 
interval, and then segregate out only those integers falling 
in either the lower or upper tail, each tail equal to only 5 
percent of all integers generated. Therefore if a test 
required 100,000 x 1,000 = 100,000,000 numbers, and assuming 
that one-twentieth of all numbers generated would fall in 
the tail of interest, then in actuality a test required 
approximately 20 x 100,000,000 numbers. In other words, 
approximately 2,000,000, 000-pseudorandom numbers had to be 
generated for each test. The algorithms for producing upper 
and lower tails for each generator are found in Appendix B.
The starting seed for each test was 12. One reason for 
use of this seed is that it was already written in the code. 
Another reason is that Park and Miller (1988) point out that 
all initial seed values are acceptable for the Lehmer 
generator, and by extension, for any adequate generator. A 
relatively disjoint sequence of random numbers was insured 
when retesting failed tests by using the ending seed value 
from the original test as the initial seed of the retest.
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It is true that the 2,000/000,000 numbers originally 
generated approaches the entire period of either generator. 
Yet proof of the sufficiency of independence between the 
random sequences required for initial testing and retesting 
is shown by the ability of generators to not fail the 
retest.
Runs Test
The first of these tests is a runs-up test with 
n=100, 000 and N=1000. If r£= number of runs up of length 
1,2,3,4,5, or >=6, then
6 6
R -  1 / T i X  ^ a y f ^ - n b j X r ^ - n b y )
i -  1 i - 6
where a ijr b ir and b j are derived in Knuth (1981) . This
test evaluates the independence of the sequence under 
consideration. Law and Kelton (1982) recommend using 
this test before chi-square or serial tests, since they 
both test for uniformity while assuming independence.
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Equidistribution Test, d=64
Once the assumption of independence has been tested, 
uniformity can be checked. Uniformity in one dimension 
can be evaluated with the second and third tests, called 
equidistribution tests. The first equidistribution test 
partitions the tail being tested into d=64 subintervals, 
with n=1000 pseudorandom numbers generated a total of 
N=10000 times. With each of the N sequences, a 
chi-square statistic is computed. Let f  j be the number of 
variates that are in the jth disjoint subinterval, and 
let
d
X 2 -  d / n ^ Q f  j -  n / d ) 2 
Jm i
X 2 will have an approximate chi-square distribution with
d-1 degrees of freedom under the hypothesis that the 
variates are independent, identically distributed (IID) 
U(0,1) random variables. This hypothesis is rejected if 
X 2 is greater than the upper 1-a critical point of the 
chi-square distribution with d-1 degrees of freedom.
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According to Mann and Wald (1942), as the number of 
partitions d increases, the greater is the power, or 
ability of the test to reject a false hypothesis. Test 
three is therefore of even greater power, using d=256, 
n=100,000, and N=10,000.
Serial Test, two dimensions
The last three tests are serial tests for two, three, 
and four dimensions. The first serial test evaluates 
uniformity in nonoverlapping, pairs or 2-tuples in the 
space of the two-dimensional unit square. Fishman and 
Moore (1982) explain that nonoverlapping tuples are 
chosen because that is the way that a user would utilize 
the numbers drawn from a generator. This is because if a 
user desired two, three, or any size of tuples at a time 
for sets of processes, it is most convenient to draw the 
numbers sequentially from the generator in disjoint sets 
as required. If the (0,1) interval is divided into d=64 
subintervals, then there are d 2 = 4096 sub compartments in 
the unit square. Let /> >2 be the number of variates
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having first coordinate j l and second coordinate j 2. Then
d d g
X z ( 2 -  d i me n s i o n )  = d 2/ n  ^  £  (/JxJ2- n / d 2};'i - 1 j 2m 1
X 2( 2 - d i m e n s i o n )  will have a chi-squared distribution with
4096-1 degrees of freedom. The hypothesis of IID U(0,1) 
random variables is rejected if X 2 > X J095t 1_a,
Serial Test, three dimensions
For three dimensions, nonoverlapping 3-tuples are 
checked for uniformity over the three-dimensional unit 
hypercube. With the interval (0,1) divided into d=16 
subintervals, there are d 3= 4096 subcompartments of the 
hypercube. Again, let /y,y2y3 be the number of variates 
having coordinates in subintervals y’i.y2 »v y’3« Then
d d d
X 2( 3  - dimQnstori') = d 3/n Y. X  X  n/d3)
and X 2(3-dimension ') will have a chi-squared distribution
with 4096-1 degrees of freedom, and the hypothesis of IID 
U(0,1) random variables is rejected if X 2 > X 209St 1. a.
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Serial Test, four dimensions
The final test is the serial test in four dimensions, 
evaluating 4-tuples in the four-dimensional unit 
hypervolume. The interval (0,1) is divided into d=8 
subdivisions, and as a result there are again d 4=4096 
subcompartments in which to measure the number of 
variates. With f  again counting the variates having
first coordinate falling within j  ir second coordinate in 
subinterval j 2t etc., then
d d d d 2
X 2(4 -  d im e n s io n )  = d 4 /  n £  £  Y. [ f  J i h h J , ~ n / d )
i 1 “ 1 izm * ^ 3 “ i / 4 "  1
and X 2{ 4 - d imension ') will have a chi-squared distribution
with 4095 degrees of freedom. Again, the null hypothesis 
that the random variables are IID U(0,1) will be rejected 
if X 2 > X  409S, l-a»
In each of the six tests, the distribution of the N 
resulting statistics is compared with the theoretical 
distribution,
n u m b e r  o f  X  i* s < x
F n W -----------------n
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test,
D =  sup {| F n( x ) - P ( x )  |>
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A generator's interval fails if its KS statistic D 
exceeds the upper 1-a critical point of the KS 
distribution. Given the hypothesis that the generator is 
good, a descriptive measure, or P-value equal to 
P ( K S  d i s t r i b u t i o n ^ D) and the KS statistic D are the 
indicators in this study of how well the tails produced 
by two generators perform. A P-value of 0.05 or less is 
considered a failure (L'Ecuyer, 1988).
CONCLUSION
Table 1 summarizes the results of all the tests and 
retests which are contained in Appendix C. A total of 6 
tests were run on each of the tails of both generators, 
resulting in 24 tests. Three tests produced values of D 
large enough to cause the P-value for that test to fall 
below 0.05. Generator one failed its initial serial tests 
in 3 and 4 dimensions, and generator two failed its runs 
test. All three tests were run again, with the final seed 
value of each initial test used as the starting seed for the 
retest, to insure disjoint streams of numbers to evaluate. 
All retests produced acceptable P-values.
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Table 1. P-Values Resulting from Empirical Tests
Tests Runs Eqdis Eqdis Serial Serial Serial























Note: * indicates P-Value <0.05
values in parentheses indicate retest P-values
Results of the testing do not conclusively show that the 
extreme values of these two generators are statistically any 
better or worse than the generators evaluated over the 
entire U(0,1) interval. However, the results do indicate 
failures in tests of the extreme values not indicated by the 
evaluations of the generators' entire distributions 
accomplished by Fishman and Moore (1982). This is explained 
by the fact that empirical tests are not strictly global, 
and their results are only locally good, for those numbers 
generated for each test (Law and Kelton, 1982). This could
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be advantageous, in that it allows examination of the actual 
random numbers used in a simulation. Knuth (1981) clarifies 
the situation with the tests used in this paper, when he 
wrote, "This method of using several tests for moderately 
large n, then combining the observations later in another KS 
test, will tend to detect both local and global nonrandom 
behavior".
With this local/global nature in mind, it would not be 
wise to use the Lehmer generator, generator one, over the 
sequences of numbers with which it failed two serial tests. 
Even though the retests can be strictly interpreted as not 
failing, their low P-values of 0.0862 and 0.0828 indicate a 
weakness in the randomness of distribution of tuples in 
three and four dimensions. Models demanding uniformity in 
the tails should avoid this generator.
The SIMSCRIPT II.5 generator, generator two, failed only 
its initial runs test. The retest was passed in unequivocal 
manner. An interpretation for the runs test failure, from 
Fishman and Moore (1982), is that for the sequences of 
numbers used in the initial test, "an excessive number of 
short (long) runs implies more mixing (clustering) than one 
would expect to find in a purely random sequence". This 
generator's performance in the equidistribution and serial
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tests is stronger than generator one's performance. There 
were no failures and only one result, the serial test in two 
dimensions on the lower tail, is anywhere near failing.
With careful testing, this generator should be chosen for 
applications requiring better uniformity in generator 
extreme values.
There are many more statistical tests, both empirical 
and theoretical, which can be applied to a random number 
generator. The number and types of tests are too numerous 
to enumerate. Two good sources for other tests are Knuth
(1981), and Fishman (1978). Guidance for which additional 
tests should or could be used in evaluating a random number 
generator can only be guided by the advice of Law and Kelton
(1982), when they wrote, "a random number generator should 
be tested in a way consistent with its intended use”.
The amount of computer time required for these tests was 
very large. Total computer time required for the tests 
consumed in excess of 260 CPU hours on a VAX 8600. One 
suggestion which would help to decrease computer time 
required would be to generate the approximately 
2,000,000,000 numbers required for each test and store them 
on tape to be re-used by each test. The only new generation 
of numbers then required would be for retests of failures
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requiring a relatively disjoint sequence of numbers.
Most researchers of random number generators routinely 
warn the reader that care should be taken in evaluating and 
choosing a good generator, because not all perform equally 
well. It is apparent that in applications requiring 
decision-making, with standards or safety levels evaluated 
in the tails of distributions, equal if not greater care 
should be exercised in determining the uniformity of numbers 
falling in those tails.
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Appendix A, Computer Programs
Main Program
[INHERIT ('TEST_UNIFORMES.PEN' ) ]
PROGRAM Appe 11 e__GEN__l6807 (INPUT, OUTPUT);
CONST
Titre = 'Test du MLCG avec a=16807 et m = (2**31)-1';

















PACKED ARRAY [0..1048576] OF BOOLEAN;
.10000] OF REAL;
.4095] OF INTEGER;




[GLOBAL]FUNCTION Uniforme_01 : REAL;
{Fournit une valeur pseudo-aleatoire suivant la loi 
Uniforme(0,1). On suppose que les entiers sont 
representes sur 32 bits. Germe doit etre compris 




Z := s DIV 127773;
s := 16807 * (s -Z*127773) - Z*2836;
IF s < 0 THEN s := s + 2147483647; 





OPEN (Fiche, 'GEN_16807_01.RES', Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s: = r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
Serial_Test (Fiche, Titre, 10000, 1, 64, 1000, Khi, 
Count);
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
CLOSE (Fiche, SAVE);{ Fermeture du fichier de 
resultats }
OPEN (Fiche, ' GEN_1680 7__0 2 . RES', Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s:= r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :'); 
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
Serial_Test (Fiche, Titre, 10000, 1, 256, 10000, Khi, 
Count);
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
CLOSE (Fiche, SAVE); { Fermeture du fichier de
resultats }
OPEN (Fiche, 'GEN_16807_03.RES', Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s := r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :'); 
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
Serial_Test (Fiche, Titre, 1000, 2, 64, 100000, Khi, 
Count);
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');WRITELN 
(Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
CLOSE (Fiche, SAVE); { Fermeture du fichier de
resultats }
OPEN (Fiche, ' GEN_JL 6807__04 .RES' , Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s:= r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :');
o> MINEScoi.oa,^o ^  0  eo401
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WRITELN (Fiche, 's = s:4);
Serial_Test (Fiche, Titre, 1000, 3, 16, 100000, Khi,
Count);
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's * ', s:4);
CLOSE (Fiche, SAVE); { Fermeture du fichier de
resultats }
OPEN (Fiche, 'GEN_16807_05.RES', Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s:= r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :'); 
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
Serial_Test (Fiche, Titre, 1000, 4, 8, 100000, Khi,
Count);
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
CLOSE (Fiche, SAVE); { Fermeture du fichier de
resultats }
{ RUNJTEST }
OPEN (Fiche, 'GEN_16807_17.RES', Unknown);
REWRITE (Fiche); 
s := r;
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur initiale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);
Run_Test (Fiche, Titre, 1000, 100000, TRUE, Khi); 
WRITELN (Fiche);
WRITELN (Fiche, 'Valeur finale du germe :');
WRITELN (Fiche, 's = ', s:4);




Module of Statistical Tests
Programmeurs : Pierre Poulin
Eric Boucher 
Brigitte Mercier




Ste-Foy, Quebec G1K 7P4






MODULE Test_Uniformes (INPUT, OUTPUT);
CONST
Min_Nb_Espere = 10.0;
{ Valeur minimale qui devra etre}
{ observee pour qu'un test de Khi- }
{ Deux soit effectue. Si cette borne} 
{ n'est pas respectee, il y aura un } 
{ regroupement de valeurs pour que }
{ la condition soit respectee. }
Taille__Vecteur = 1023;
Separateur
— f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
******************* .
TYPE
R_Vecteur = ARRAY [0..Taille_Vecteur] OF REAL; 
I_Vecteur = ARRAY [0..Taille_Vecteur] OF INTEGER; 
Ligne_De_Texte = VARYING [80] OF CHAR;




Stat : REAL; {Valeur de la statistique}
Titre_Experience: Ligne_De_Texte;
Erreur_Khi__Deux : BOOLEAN;
{ Statut sur une erreur de Khi Deux } 
Erreur_Combinaison : BOOLEAN;
{Statut sur une erreur dans}
{ la fonction Combinaison. }{***************************************************** j
F UNC TI ON F Ctn Rep a r t_K_S
( n : REAL; { Nombre de valeurs }
X : REAL ) : REAL;
{ Approximation de la fonction de repartition de}
{ la statistique Dn = Sup / Fn - F / de Kolmogorov-}
{ Smirnov. On utilise le corollaire Z de D.A.Darling,}
{ dans "Theory of Probability and its Applications" }
{ vol. V, I960, p.357. L'approximation devient }
{ meilleure lorsque n augmente ou encore lorsque X}
{ s'eloigne de zero. Lorsque la valeur }
{ Fctn__Repart_K__S est < 0.15, on utilise le tableau}
{ "Lower Tail" de Stephens, Use of the Kolmogorov-}
{ Smirnov, Cramer - von Mises and Related Statistics} 
{ without Extensive Tables, McGill University, March }
{ 1969, avec interpolation lineaire. L'erreur sur la}
{ valeur de la fonction ne depasse pas 1% (environ)}
{ lorsque n > 100. }
VAR
T, E2, E8, Resultat : REAL;
FUNCTION Lower Tail (Y : REAL) : REAL;
CONST
PI = 1.282051282 
P2 = 0.980392156 
P3 = 0.641025641 




IF (Y > 0.571) THEN
Lower_Tail := 0.10 + <Y - 0.571) * PI 
ELSE
IF (Y > 0.520) THEN
Lower_Tail := 0.05 + (Y - 0.520) * P2
ELSE
IF (Y > 0.481) THEN
Lower_Tail := 0.025 + (Y - 0.481) * P3 
ELSE
IF ( Y > 0.441) THEN
Lower_Tail := 0.01+(Y - 0.441)*P4 
ELSE
Lower_Tail := Y * P5;
END;
BEGIN
T := 2 * n * X * X;
E2 := EXP (-T);
E8 := EXP (-4.0 * T);
Resultat := 1.0 + (1.33333333 * X - 2.0) * E2 +
(2.0 - 2.66666667 * X) * E8;
IF (Resultat < 0.15) THEN




 ̂v i e * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
FUNCTION Fctn_Repart_Khi_Deux
( Deg__Lib : REAL; { Deg_lib est entier }
X : REAL ) : REAL;
{ Valeur de la fonction de repartition d'une Khi-Deux} 


























{ Jusqu'a preuve du contraire }
DL := ROUND (Deg_Lib);
IF (DL >= 1) THEN 
BEGIN
IF (DL > 66) THEN
{ Approx. par la loi normale lorsque}
{ le degre de liberte est grand }
IF (X >= 2.0) THEN 
BEGIN
X := ((X/Deg_Lib) ** Tiers - (Un - Pt2 
/Deg_Lib)) /SQRT(Pt2/Deg_Lib);
IF (X > 5.0) THEN 
Fctn__Repart_Khi_Deux := 1.0 {Si X > 5,
la fonction vaut 1}
ELSE
IF (X < -18.8055) THEN 
Fctn_Repart_Khi_Deux := 0.0 {Si x <
-18.8055, elle vaut 0}
ELSE








Demi_X := DBLE (X / 2);
IF NOT (ODD (DL)) THEN 
BEGIN
{ Cas ou degre de liberte est pair } 
TERME := EXP (-Demi_X);
Sommation := Terme;
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FOR n := 1 TO (DL DIV 2) - 1 DO 
BEGIN
Terme := Terme * Demi_X / n; 
Sommation := Sommation + Terme;
END;
Fctn_Repart_Khi_Deux := 1.0 -
SNGL(Sommation);
END
ELSE { Cas ou degre de liberte est impair}
BEGIN
H_2 := -1.0 + 2.0 *
Fctn_Repart_Normale (0.0, SQRT(X)); 




E := EXP (-Demi_X);
Gam := 0.8862269254527579825931D0;
{ Racine de PI, / 2 =
Gamma(3/2) }
Terme := SQRT (Demi_X) * E / Gam; 
n : = 3;
WHILE (n < DL) DO 
BEGIN
n := n + 2;
H := H_2 - Terme;
H_2 := H;
Terme := Terme * Demi_X * 2.0D0 












PROCEDURE Message_Erreur_Khi_Deux (VAR F : TEXT);
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{ Cette procedure ecrit un message d'erreur dans le }
{ fichier ouvert par l'usager pour lui signifier }
{ qu'un appel a ete fait a la fonction de repartition} 














'Appel d''une fonction de repartition 
du Khi-Deux avec un degre ');
'de liberte inferieur a 1
'Interruption du test.') ; 
Separateur);
END;
PROCEDURE Debordement__De_Tableau (Var F : TEXT) ;
{Procedure appelee lorsque les bornes du ou des }
{ tableaux passes en parametre a un test ne satisfont } 







WRITELN (F, 'Debordement de tableau.'); 
WRITELN (F);
WRITELN (F, 'Test interrompu.');
WRITELN (F);
WRITELN (F, Separateur);
 ̂a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
FUNCTION Stat_K__S
( FUNCTION Fctn_Repart
( Param__l : REAL;
Param 2 : REAL ) : REAL;
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Param_l : REAL;
VAR V : ARRAY [LI..HI : INTEGER] OF REAL;
Indice__Fin : INTEGER
{ Nombre de valeurs considerees dans le vecteur V, de }
{ 1'indice 1 a 1'indice Indice_Fin.}
) : REAL;
{ Retourne la valeur de la statistique qui correspond } 
{ a un test de K-S pour comparer la fonction de }
{ repartition theorique Fctn_Repart avec la fonction } 
{ de repartition empirique des valeurs contenues }






Un_J5 u r_I ndi c e_F in 
i
PROCEDURE Quick_Sort
( VAR A : ARRAY [LI..HI : INTEGER] OF REAL;
n : INTEGER
{ Dernier indice considere dans le } 
{ du tri du tableau A. });
PROCEDURE Sort (1 : INTEGER; r : INTEGER);
{ Quick__Sort recursif tel que presente par Niklaus }
{ Wirth, dans Algorithms + Data Structures = }
{ Programs, p.79. }
VAR i, j : INTEGER; 
x, w : REAL;
BEGIN { Sort } 
i : ® 1; 
j := r;
X := A[ (1+r) DIV 2] ;
REPEAT
WHILE (A[i] < X) DO 
i := i + 1;
: REAL;
: REAL;







j : = jIF (i <= jBEGIN
w : =
A [ i ] : =
A [ j ] : =
i ; sr
j : =END;
UNTIL (i > 
IF 1 < j THEN 
IF i < r THEN 
END;
A [ j]) DO 
■ l;THEN
A [ i ] ;
A [ j ]; 
w;
i + 1; 
j - i;
j) ;Sort (1/ j); 
Sort (i, r);
BEGIN { Quick_Sort } 
Sort (1/ n); 
END;
BEGIN { Stat_K_S }
Quick_Sort (V, Indice_Fin);
D : = 0. 0 ;
Un Sur Indice Fin := 1.0 / Indice Fin;
FOR i := 1 TO Indice_Fin DO 
BEGIN
FOdeX := Fctn__Repart (Param_l, V[i]);
D1 := ABS (FOdeX - (i-1) * Un_Sur__Indice_Fin) ;
D2 := ABS (FOdeX - i * Un_Sur_Indice__Fin) ;
IF D1 > D THEN D := Dl;
IF D2 > D THEN D := D2;
END;

















ARRAY [LI..HI : INTEGER] OF REAL;
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{ Valeur de Khi_Deux calculee pour }
{ chaque sequence }
VAR Count :ARRAY [L2..H2 :
INTEGER] OF INTEGER 
{ Compte le nombre de fois par }














{ Variable tampon utilisee} 
{ pour sau-ver du temps }
{ d'acces dans Khi[Seq]}
{ Nombre courant de }
{ vecteurs generes}
{ dans une sequence } 
INTEGER;{ Compteur permettant la }
{ conversion d'un indice }
{ tableau en indice vecteur} 
INTEGER; { Numero de la sequence } 
courante }
INTEGER; { Indice du tableau }
converti en indice du } 
vecteur }
INTEGER; { Nombre de cases contenues} 
dans le tableau defini } 
par d ** Dim. }
REAL; { Nombre moyen de fois } 
qu'un meme vecteur } 
devrait etre genere.} 






WRITELN (Fichier, 'Serial Test');









Seq = ' ,'Avec 
Dim:2);
N N Seq:4,
d =_ r d: 4,
n:4) ;
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Nb_Cases := d ** Dim;
Nb_Espere := n / Nb_Cases;
WRITELN (Fichier, ' Nb. de cases = d ** Dim = ',
Nb_Cases:4);
WRITELN (Fichier, ' Nb. espere par case = ',
Nb_Espere:7:1);
WRITELN (Fichier);
IF (HI >= N_Seq) AND (L2 <= 0) AND (LI <= 1) AND
(H2 >= Nb_Cases - 1) AND (Nb_Espere >=
Min_Nb_Espere) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN (Fichier, 'Valeur de la statistique pour
chaque sequence :');
WRITELN (Fichier);
FOR Seq := 1 TO N__Seq DO 
BEGIN
FOR k := 0 TO (Nb_Cases - 1) DO 
Count[k] := 0;
FOR k := 1 TO n DO
BEGIN { Generation d'un vecteur }
Indice := TRUNC (Uniforme_01 * d);
Base := 1;
FOR j := 1 TO (Dim - 1) DO 
BEGIN
Base := Base * d;
Indice := Indice + TRUNC
(Uniforme__01 * d) * Base;
END;
Count[Indice] := Count[Indice] + 1;
END;
Khi_Seq := 0;
FOR k := 0 TO (Nb_Cases - 1) DO
Khi__Seq := Khi__Seq + (Count [k] -
Nb_Espere) * (Count[k] - Nb_Espere);
{ Calcul de la statistique du Khi-Deux } 
Khi__Seq : = Khi__Seq / Nb__Espere;
Khi[Seq] := Khi_Seq;
WRITE (Fichier, Khi_Seq:7:2, ' ')/
IF (Seq MOD 10 = 0) THEN
{ On ecrit 10 valeurs de Khi par } 
WRITELN (Fichier);
{ ligne dans le fichier resultats}
END;
Stat := Stat_K_S (Fctn__Repart_Khi_Deux,
Nb_Cases - 1, Khi,N_Seq);
{ Test de K-S sur la repartition }
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WRITELN (Fichier,'Valeur de la statistique 
de K-S :', Stat:6:4);
WRITE (Fichier,
'Niveau descriptif du test : ')
WRITELN (Fichier,
1 - Fctn_Repart_K_S (N__Seq, St at) : 6 : 4) 
WRITE (Fichier,







IF (HI < N_Seq) OR (L2 > 0) OR (LI > 1) OR 
(H2 < Nb_Cases - 1) THEN 








'Appel de Serial_Test avec : '); 
WRITELN (Fichier);
WRITELN (Fichier,
'Nb_Espere < Min___Nb_Espere') ; 
WRITELN (Fichier,
'Valeur de Nb_Espere : ', Nb_Espere:6t 2 );
WRITELN (Fichier,'Valeur de Min_Nb_Espere:', 
Min_Nb_Espere:6:2);
WRITELN (Fichier);
















{Nombre de valeurs generees par sequence} 
Up : BOOLEAN;
VAR Khi : ARRAY
[LI..HI : INTEGER] OF REAL 












{Numero de la sequence courante} 
REAL;
INTEGER;
{Longueur courante de la sequence} 
REAL; {Valeur de U precedente}
REAL;
ARRAY[1..6] OF INTEGER;




{ Les constantes necessaires pour } 






WRITELN (Fichier, 'Run Test');





'Avec N_Seq = ', N_Seq:4, ', n = ', n:4) 
WRITELN (Fichier, ' et Up = ', Up);
WRITELN (Fichier);
IF (HI >= N_Seq) AND (LI <= 1) THEN 
BEGIN
A [ 1,1] := 4529.4 ;
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of KINES 
GOLDEN. COLOR iVDO 80405
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A [ 1 2] = 9044.9 ;
A [ 1 3] = 13568.0;
A [ 1 4] = 18091.0
A [ 1 5] = 22615.0
A [ 1 6] = 27892.0
A [2 2] = 18097.0
A [2 3] = 27139.0
A [2 4] = 36187.0
A [2 5] = 45234.0
A [2 6] = 55789.0
A[3 3] = 40721.0A [ 3 4] = 54281.0
A [ 3 53 ss 67852.0
A[3 6] SB 83685.0
A [ 4 4] — 72414.0
A [4 5] = 90470.0
A [ 4 6] = 111580.0
A [5 5] = 113262.0
A [5 6] = 139476.0
A[ 6 6) = 172860.0
FOR I : == 2 TO 6 DO
FOR J := 1 TO (1-1) DO 
A [ I, J] : = A [ J, I ] ;
B [1] 1.0/6.0 ;
B [2] := 5.0/24.0 ;
B[-3] := 11.0/120.0;
B [4] := 19.0/720.0 ;
B [5] := 29.0/5040.0 ;
B [6] := 1.0/840.0 ;
WRITELN (Fichier,
'Valeur de la statistique pour chaque sequence 
WRITELN (Fichier);
FOR Seq := 1 TO N_Seq DO
BEGIN { Debut du test. }
FOR I := 1 TO 6 DO Count[I] := 0 ;
Longueur := 1 ;
Uprecedent := UNiforme_01;
FOR I := 1 TO n DO 
BEGIN
U := Uniforme_01;
IF (Up AND (U < Uprecedent))
OR (NOT Up AND (U > Uprecedent)) THEN 
BEGIN { On termine un "Run".}
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Count[Longueur] : = Count[Longueur] + 1; 
Longueur := 1 
END 
ELSE
IF Longueur < 6 THEN Longueur :=
Longueur + 1;
Uprecedent := U 
END;
Count[Longueur] := Count[Longueur] + 1; 
Khi_Seq := 0.0;
FOR I := 1 TO 6 DO 
FOR J := 1 TO 6 DO
Khi_Seq := Khi_Seq + A[I,J] *
( Count[I] - n * B[I] ) * ( Count[J] - n * B[J] );
Khi[Seq] := Khi_Seq / n;
WRITE (Fichier/ Khi[Seq] :7 : 3, ' ');
e
IF (Seq MOD 1 0 - 0 )  THEN{On ecrit 10 valeurs de Khi par } 
WRITELN (Fichier);
{ligne dans le fichier de resultats}
END;
{Test de K-S sur la repartition des} 
{valeurs de Khi[Seq]. }







WRITELN (Fichier,'Valeur de la statistique
de K-S Stat:6:4);
WRITE (Fichier,
'Niveau descriptif du test : ');
WRITELN (Fichier,
1 - Fctn_Repart_K__S (N_Seq, Stat) : 6 : 4) ; 
WRITE (Fichier,
'Temps CPU consomme :');







Debordement De Tableau (Fichie
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Module for Counting CPU ■Time Expended
Implementation du Module ModChrono




[ENVIRONMENT ('MODCHRONO.PEN')] (* VAX *)
MODULE ModChrono (OUTPUT); (* VAX *)
TYPE
Unite_de_Temps = (sec, min, heures, jours);
[HIDDEN]
VAR
Temps__dInit_$ : DOUBLE; (* VAX/PDP *
Temps de CPU (en millisecondes) 
consomme depuis le debut 
de 1' execution du programme




Temps_dlnit_$ := Clock (* VAX/PDP *)
{ Clock permet la lecture de l'horlo- }




( VAR Fichier : TEXT;
Unite : Unite de Temps );
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VAR
Temps__Actuel : DOUBLE/ (* VAX/PDP *)
{ Temps depuis la derniere initialisa- } 
{ tion }
BEGIN
Temps_Actuel := Clock - Temps_dlnit__$; (* VAX *)
CASE Unite OF
sec : WRITE( Fichier, Temps Actuel
* 0.001 :9:2, ' sec. ' );min : WRITE( Fichier, Temps Actuel 
* 1.666666666666667E-5 :9:2, ' min. ' >;heures : WRITE( Fichier, Temps Actuel 
* 2.777777777777778E-7 :9:2, ' heures. ' >;jours : WRITE( Fichier, Temps Actuel 




( Unite : Unite de_Temps ) : REAL;
VAR
Temps_Actuel : DOUBLE; (* VAX/PDP *)
{ Temps depuis la derniere initialisa- } 
{ tion }
BEGIN
Temps_Actuel := Clock - Temps_dlnit_$;
CASE Unite OF
sec : Lire_ Chrono := SNGL(Temps Actuel * 0.001);
(* VAX *)min : Lire__Chrono := SNGL( Temps_Actuel
* 1.666666666666667E-5 ); (* VAX *)heures : Lire_ Chrono := SNGL( Temps Actuel
* 2.777777777777778E-7 );(* VAX *)jours : Lire_ Chrono := SNGL( Temps Actuel
* 1.157407407407407E-8 ) <* VAX *)END
END;
(*****************************************************)
END { ModChrono }.
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repartition = divides or partitions
retourne = returns
suivant = according to
titre = title
valeur initiale = initial value
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A p p e n d i x  B .  G e n e r a t o r  A l g o r i t h m s  






Z := s DIV 127773;
s := 16807 * (s -Z*127773) - Z*2836; 
IF s < 0 THEN
s := s + 2147483647;
R:=s;
UNTIL R < 0.05*2147483647;
Uniforme__01 := s *20* 4.656612E-10;
END;
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Z := s DIV 127773;
s := 16807 * (s -Z*127773) - Z*2836;
IF S < 0 THEN
s := s + 2147483647;
R:=s;
UNTIL R > 0.95*2147483647;
Uniforme__01 :=((s * 4 . 656612E-10) -0 . 95) *20;
END;
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Z := s DIV 89062;
Temp := 24112 * (s-Z*89062)- (Z*20703); 
IF Temp < 0 THEN
Temp := Temp + 2147483647;
Z:=Temp DIV 82143; 
s:=26143*(Temp-Z*82143)- (Z*19198) ;
IF S < 0 THEN
S:=S+2147483647;
R:=s;
UNTIL R < 0.05*2147483647;
Uniforme_01 := s *20* 4.656612E-10;
END;
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Z := s DIV 89062;
Temp := 24112 * (s-Z*89062)- (Z*20703);
IF Temp < 0 THEN
Temp := Temp + 2147483647;
Z :=Temp DIV 82143; 
s:=26143*<Temp-Z*82143)- <Z*19198);
IF S < 0 THEN
S:=3+2147483647;
R:=s;
UNTIL R > 0.95*2147483647;
Uniforme_01 :=(( r * 4.656612E-10)-0.95)*20;
END;
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Appendix C, Test Results




Initial seed value (s)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N__Seq) 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
P-value
: Runs Test 















Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)

























Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)





















Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 

























G e n e r a t o r  O n e .  U p p e r  T a l l  
Type test
Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 
Initial seed value (s)
Number observations (n)
Number runs (N_Seq) 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
P-value
: Runs Test 















Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)























Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)





















Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 









: Serial Test 
















Generator tested : A £
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 

























Generator Two, Lower Tail 
Type test
Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 
Initial seed value (s)
Number observations (n)
Number runs (N_Seq) 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
P-value
: Runs Test 







Final seed value : 45864584
CPU time required : 25684.91 sec
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Type test
Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 




























Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N__Seq)





















Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 

























Generator Two. Upper Tail, 
Type test
Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 
Initial seed value (s)
Number observations (n)
Number runs (N_jSeq) 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
P-value
Final seed value 
CPU time required
: Runs Test 
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Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N__Seq)
















Final seed value : 2053378408
CPU time required : 2589.56 sec
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Type test
Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 









: Equidistribution Test 
















Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 


























Generator tested : X (
Interval tested 





























Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)




Initial seed value 
Final seed value 
CPU time required
: Serial Test, Retest 

















Initial seed value (s) 
Dimensions (Dim)
Subintervals (d)
Number observations (n) 
Number runs (N_Seq)




Initial seed value 
Final seed value 
CPU time required
















Generator tested : X t
Interval tested 
Initial seed value (s)
Number observations (n)
Number runs (N_Seq) 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
P-value
Initial seed value 
Final seed value 
CPU time required
: Runs Test, Retest 
630360016*AVi mod 231 - 1 
: (0,0.05)
: 12 
: 100000 
: 1000 
: 0.0268 
: 0.4622
: 45864584 
: 39872309 
: 25342.05 sec
